HAVE YOU EVER THOUGHT OF STARTING YOUR MEDICAL CAREER IN GERMANY?
HERE IS YOUR PERFECT OPPORTUNITY:

After you have finished your medical studies at the University and received your degree as a practitioner of medicine, we would like to invite you to continue your advanced studies as a ....
....SPECIALIST in INTERNAL MEDICINE, PNEUMOLOGIST, INTENSIVIST or SLEEP SPEZIALIST

in our clinic located in the heart of Germany in the city of Solingen.
WE OFFER:

● Profound training in the complete field of pneumology, intensive care, sleep medicine and common trunk internal medicine;

● Well-structured advanced educational concept as well as financial promotion of the advanced training;
● Best working conditions, a young friendly team including top qualified senior physicians, personal advice due to mentoring system;

● Assistance in obtaining your papers, visa, accommodation, your first time in Germany.
We support your daily work:

- Blood collection
- Physician assistant
- Administrative support
  - e.g. preparation of Hospitals discharge letter
- Case management
Having finished your basic education and having obtained your qualification as a specialist in pneumology, you will become a top qualified doctor in your field, able to meet any challenge. You can stay and continue with us or look for a job elsewhere, start your own practice as well as follow your medical carrier back at home.
The clinic provides an intensive care unit with 24 beds, an intermediate care unit with 8 beds and a sleep laboratory with a possibility to perform sleep studies simultaneously in 12 patients, as well as a certified lungs cancer enter.
We cooperate intensively with the University of Cologne in the field of lung cancer, sleep medicine, interstitial lung diseases and ALS. Our scientific Institute is linked to the University of Cologne. The “Bethanien Hospital” is equipped with modern advanced devices for the treatment of lung diseases and all our doctors are highly qualified specialists in their field.
Our hospital is situated in the city of Solingen which is truly in the center of West Germany. Living here means, living in a small town with all facilities and amenities desirable for a comfortable and payable life. The vibrating cities of Duesseldorf and Cologne with theatres, opera houses, clubs, restaurants, and big shopping malls are only 30 minutes away. Public transport in all directions guarantees lots of fun in your spare time.
Solingen belongs to the “Bergisch Land”, so you will be surprised to find the country side right at your feet with wonderful hiking trails and historic buildings.
ARE YOU INTERESTED?

To join our team you should hold a medical diploma and be able to speak German (Certificate B2-C1). So do not hesitate to contact us with any questions you may have and start learning German as soon as possible!
IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS; PLEASE LET US KNOW!

Your personal contact:

Mrs. Ludmila Ploenes
Phone: +49- 212 -63 6621
E-Mail: Ludmila.Ploenes@klinik-bethanien.de
Thank you for your interest!
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